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Competitive Financial Markets

AXEL STAHMER ∗

ABSTRACT

This paper studies the effect of new fund flows on investment behavior and

the resulting equilibrium price of risk. The Small Fund Industry model

shows equilibria with overinvestment in unprofitable and underinvestment

in profitable investment opportunities. The Large Fund Industry model

derives market prices for risk and analyzes the resulting price distortions in

equilibrium. New flow of funds to the asset management industry lead to

inefficient investment decisions, mispricing of risk, and distortion of market

implied probabilities. Furthermore, the paper provides an explanation for

partial market failure and trade among identical asset managers without

assuming heterogeneous beliefs.
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I. Introduction

In recent years, the responsibility for a significant amount of individual asset

allocation decisions has been shifted from end-investors to the global fund

management industry. By the end of 2014, mutual funds had attracted net

new cash inflows of $102 billion and managed $31 trillion of assets.1 The

rationale behind investments in mutual funds is still subject to debate,2 the

effect on the wider market equilibrium asset allocation decisions and the

equilibrium pricing of risky assets has not yet been analyzed. This is the

important open question which this paper seeks to fill. External fund flow

can cause asset managers to overinvest in bad projects and underinvest in

good projects. This behavior leads to distortions in asset allocation, market

prices for risk, and market-implied probabilities. As an additional result,

this paper provides a reason for trading among fund managers without as-

suming heterogeneous beliefs. With a growing asset management market,

these insights will have increasing relevance for financial market participants

affected by the resulting market prices and capital allocations.

The empirical literature has established a robust convex relationship be-

tween the performance of asset managers and the flow of funds from outside

investors. Previous theoretical approaches seek to explain the flow of funds

pattern assuming either rational (Berk and Green, 2004) or irrational out-

side investors (Rabin and Vayanos, 2010). While the previous literature

is focused on analyzing and explaining the convex fund flow pattern, this

paper takes the convex relationship between performance and fund flows as

given and addresses the implications for prices and investment allocations in

competitive financial markets. Intuitively, asset managers incorporate the

flow of funds effect in their investment strategy, which leads to decisions that

disregard the risk of large but unlikely negative returns, resulting in market

inefficiencies that persist in competitive financial markets. First, this paper

considers a Small Fund Industry model, in which asset managers’ investment

1Investment Company Institute (2015)
2And overview of the discussion is provided by Guercio and Reuter (2014); Gennaioli,

Shleifer, and Vishny (2015).
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decisions have no effect on prices. The convex flow of funds relation leads to

capital misallocation in two ways: Over-investment in negative net present

value projects, which are likely to attract new flow of funds from outside in-

vestors, and underinvestment in positive net present value projects, if these

are unlikely to attract new outside capital. Second, a Large Fund Industry

model is introduced, in which market prices are determined within the asset

management industry. The model provides an explanation for trading activ-

ity among identical market participants and proves the resulting mispricing

in equilibrium. A significant increase in new flow of funds leads to market

failure for a wide range of investment opportunities and to a distortion of

implied probabilities.

This paper relates to three different strands of the literature. First, it

relates to the benchmark literature, which widely accepts the concept that

fund managers are generally evaluated against an exogenous benchmark

(Admati and Pfleiderer, 1997; Basak, Shapiro, and Teplá, 2006). In the

literature benchmarking is seen as a valuable tool to judge the performance

of investment managers (Rennie and Cowhey, 1990; Binsbergen, Brandt,

and Koijen, 2008) while in practice relative evaluation against a benchmark

has become so common that following the benchmark is considered a riskless

strategy (Brennan and Li, 2008). Basak, Pavlova, and Shapiro (2007) solve

the asset managers’ maximization problem when fund flows are explicitly

linked to the benchmarked fund performance and find risk-shifting behavior

on an individual level. This paper, however, analyzes the consequences of

investor behavior and solves for market prices in equilibrium.

Second, the paper is related to the subjects of relative wealth concerns

(Frank, 1985) and tournaments (Brown, Harlow, and Starks, 1996) in the

mutual fund industry. Brown et al. (1996) present evidence that poorly per-

forming funds increase the risk to close the gap with the better performing

competition. Generally, the theoretical and empirical findings suggest that

tournament behavior in the mutual fund market is induced by end-investors

money chasing well-performing mutual funds (Khorana, 1996; Chiang, 1999;

Goriaev, Palomino, and Prat, 2003). Negative performance relative to peers

can lead to an increase in risk-taking (Li and Tiwari, 2006; Kempf and
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Ruenzi, 2008), while positive out-performance leads to a decrease in risky

investments (Reed and Wu, 2005). Gyongyi and Emanuela (2006) claim

that rank-based incentives have a negative effect on the investor’s return on

investment and DeMarzo, Kaniel, and Kremer (2007) show that the concern

of being left behind leads to stronger herding.

Third, this paper relates to the literature of delegated investment deci-

sions. Sharpe (1981) provides a theoretical framework to analyze the po-

tential distortions caused by delegating investment decisions. Also, Cornell

and Roll (2005) highlight the importance of the subject and conclude that

models missing the delegation framework can lead to wrong predictions of

asset prices. The delegation decision can lead to equilibria with short-sighted

investments (Nagarajan, Sivaramakrishnan, and Sridhar, 1995), to herding

behavior (Chevalier and Ellison, 1999), lower equity risk premia (Kapur and

Timmermann, 2005) and higher trade volumes (Dasgupta and Prat, 2006).

Thakor (1990) suggests that asset managers prefer investment opportunities

that generate cash returns sooner caused by information asymmetries and

moral hazard. Brennan and Li (2008) find that the delegation decision of

asset management leads to increased prices and lower returns of assets corre-

lated with important benchmarks. Cuoco and Kaniel (2011) derive a general

equilibrium in which fund managers bias their portfolio toward benchmark

stocks. Basak and Pavlova (2013) explain that the buying behavior of asset

managers generates asset-class effects. Mostly, the literature describes the

delegation of portfolio decisions in a principal agent framework. In contrast,

this paper models end-investors as non-strategic agents who allocate their

capital among the best performing funds, and analyzes the effects on asset

allocation and market prices in equilibrium.

The paper is structured as follows. The following section introduces the

Small Fund Industry model. The third section introduces the Large Fund

Industry partial equilibrium model, in which market prices are determined

endogenously. Finally, section four summarizes the results and concludes.
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II. Small Fund Industry Model

The Small Fund Industry model assumes a market with an exogenously

arising price and payout probability for one investment opportunity. That

setup is applicable for markets where portfolio decisions delegated to asset

managers only account for a small fraction of the overall market and demand

has no influence on prices.

End-investors observe the performance of all asset managers and decide

to allocate their capital among the best performers. Asset managers in

return maximize assets under management and anticipate the end-investors’

capital allocation decision. There are two sources to increase expected assets

under management. One source is the investment in positive NPV projects,

and the other is the ability to attract new investor money from end-investors.

The investment decision influences the fund managers’ realized returns and

consequently affects the amount of capital he can attract from end-investors.

Two assumptions are essential for the model results: Fund managers

maximize their assets under management and end-investors allocate their

capital to the funds which show the best performance. Both assumptions

are established by the related literature and are taken as given in this pa-

per. First, fund managers are compensated with a management fee based on

their net assets according to Khorana (1996), Jans and Otten (2008), and

Cuoco and Kaniel (2011). Consequently, fund managers’ fees are maximized

when assets under management are maximized. Second, end-investors’ per-

formance chasing behavior is supported by the literature insight into the

relationship between fund performance and fund flows. Most notably Ip-

polito (1992), Patel, Zeckhauser, and Hendricks (1994), Sirri and Tufano

(1998), and Agarwal, Daniel, and Naik (2004) show the positive and convex

relationship between fund performance and subsequent fund flows. Recently,

Basak and Makarov (2014) stated that “given the prevalent finding in money

management that the money flows-to-relative performance relationship is

increasing, a fund manager has incentives to outperform her peers so as to

increase her assets under management and in turn her compensation.”3

3Spitz (1970) and Smith (1978) describe the positive performance and flow of funds
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The choice procedure of end-investors in this paper is partly based on

the framework presented by Osborne and Rubinstein (1998), later also used

by Spiegler (2006) to model non-strategic agents who base their reason-

ing on the observed past realizations of a probabilistic process. The phe-

nomenon of over-inference from past performance or from small samples is

well-documented, most notably by Tversky and Kahneman (1971), Kahne-

man and Tversky (1972) and, Rabin (2002).4

A. Model Setup

The Small Fund Industry model assumes a discrete number of J identical

asset managers5 indexed by j, who individually maximize their assets under

management Aj . Moreover, there are end-investors6 with combined wealth

W , who allocate their wealth among fund managers. Furthermore, there

exists the following investment opportunity7 Iα with α ∈ (0, 1) and p ∈ R:

Iα = −p+ εα, with εα =

1, with probability α

0, with probability (1− α)
(1)

relation, which was later confirmed by Patel, Zeckhauser, and Hendricks (1991) and Lakon-
ishok, Shleifer, Vishny, Hart, and Perry (1992). Gruber (1996) shows that investing in
well-performing funds can be rational investment behavior, and sees his empirical findings
confirmed by Zheng (1999). Lynch and Musto (2003) and Berk and Green (2004) provide
models in which the convex relation between past performance and fund flow arises en-
dogenously. Baquero and Verbeek (2005) as well as Ding, Getmansky, Liang, and Wermers
(2009) confirm the convex performance flow relation for hedge funds.

4Tversky and Kahneman (1971) label the cognitive phenomenon of drawing conclusions
from the parent population from a small sample as sample size neglect and demonstrate
the effect experimentally (Kahneman and Tversky, 1972). Rabin (2002) incorporates the
inference from small sample realizations in a formal model. Lynch and Musto (2003)
model investors who condition their investment allocation decision on observable perfor-
mance. Berk and Green (2004) provide a partial equilibrium model in which investors
learn the ability level of fund managers from observing past performances. Baquero and
Verbeek (2006) find empirical evidence, indicating that investors base their hiring and
firing decision of fund managers on past performance and the mistaken belief in the law
of small numbers.

5The expressions asset manager, fund manager and manager are used synonymously.
6The expressions end-investors, outside-investors and investors are used synonymously.
7The expressions investment opportunity, investment and option are used synony-

mously.
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Asset managers are risk-neutral agents with initial assets a under man-

agement. Facing the investment option Iα for one fixed pair of p and α,

they can choose to invest (Option), which involves paying premium p and

receiving the realization of εα. Alternatively, they can choose to refrain

from investing and follow the riskless benchmark (Bench). Hence, each as-

set manager is choosing action xj ∈ X with X = {Option,Bench}. The

action profile x = {x1, ..., xJ} for all asset managers is sometimes stated as

x = {xj , x−j} with x−j being the action profile chosen by all asset managers

other than j. The behavior of end-investors is taken as given based on the

empirical evidence suggesting a convex relationship between performance

and flow of funds. Accordingly, end-investors observe the realization of εα

and the investment choice xj of each fund manager before allocating W

equally among those funds showing the highest realized investment returns.

The timing is as follows: First, an investment opportunity Iα arises with

a fixed pair of α and p. Second, all asset managers choose xj individually

and simultaneously. Third, the investment payoff εα is realized and observed

by the end-investors. Fourth, the end-investors split W equally between the

fund managers with the highest investment return. Finally, fund managers

observe their final assets under management Aj . In a reduced form, the

new flow of funds received by each individual asset manager are a function

of all managers’ investment choices and the realization of εα, which leads

to Aj = Aj(xj , x−j , εα). With E[εα] = α and an exogenously provided

α, the expected final assets under management for each fund manager are

E[Aj(xj , x−j)].

DEFINITION 1 (Nash Equilibrium): A strategy profile s∗ =
(
x∗1, ..., x

∗
J

)
constitutes a (pure-strategy) Nash Equilibrium if E[Aj(x

∗
j , x
∗
−j)] ≥ E[Aj(xj , x

∗
−j)]

for all xj ∈ X and all j = 1, ..., J .

Throughout the paper the focus is on pure-strategy equilibria. Before the

full model including outside investors is analyzed, the simple case without

new flow of funds is considered.
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B. Equilibrium without Outside Investors

In the absence of new fund flows, the fund managers’ final assets under

management can be determined after the realization of εα. The expected

assets under management are as follows:

E
[
Aj(Bench)

]
= a

E
[
Aj(Option)

]
= a− p+ α

(2)

The assumption a ≥ p is made to avoid default risk considerations, for

cases where the fund manager is not able to pay premium p, which can in-

duce risk-taking behavior derived from the fund managers’ limited liability.

Fund managers choosing Bench receive their initial assets under manage-

ment a, while asset managers choosing Option expect to receive a + NPV

with NPV := E[Iα] = −p+ α.

PROPOSITION 1: Without outside investors a Nash Equilibrium exists.

In equilibrium all asset managers choose to invest in NPV-positive projects

and refrain from investing in NPV-negative projects.

Proof. Choosing Option is uniquely optimal if E[Aj(Option, x−j)] >

E[Aj(Bench, x−j)], which is the case for p < α. Hence, the strategy

profile s∗ = {x∗j = Option for j = 1, ..., J} constitutes a Nash Equilib-

rium for p < α. Similarly, choosing Bench is optimal if E[Aj(Bench)] >

E[Aj(Option)], which is the case for p > α. Accordingly, the strategy pro-

file s∗ = {x∗j = Bench for j = 1, ..., J} constitutes a Nash Equilibrium for

p > α. As p < α is equivalent to a positive NPVp<α > 0 and p < α is equiv-

alent to a negative NPVp>α < 0, it can be concluded that all asset managers

invest in positive NPV options and refrain from investing in negative NPV

options in equilibrium.

In cases of NPV-neutral options, managers are indifferent between the

different investment choices and every possible strategy profile constitut-
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ing a Nash Equilibrium. The Small Fund Industry model produces results

consistent with classical financial theory. As long as no interaction with

outside investors appears, risk-neutral managers take efficient investment

decisions in the provided setting. The equilibria are efficient in an NPV

sense, as all investors engage in positive NPV projects and refrain from neg-

ative NPV projects. The following section considers the full Small Fund

Industry model, in which fund managers are able to attract external funds

to increase growth of assets under management.

C. Equilibria with Outside Investors

After asset managers have chosen their investment strategy, end-investors

observe the realization of εα. For εα = 1, fund managers who chose the Op-

tion strategy have a− p+ 1 assets under management, which is higher than

the Bench managers’ assets under management of a for p < 1. Hence, εα = 1

leads to an equal distribution of W among all Option managers, resulting in

new flow of funds W
j∗opt

, where j∗opt denotes the number of managers that chose

the Option strategy. Similarly,for εα = 0 and p > 0, the fund managers fol-

lowing the Bench strategy realize higher returns and receive new funds of
W
j∗ben

, where j∗ben denotes the number of managers choosing the Bench strat-

egy. Naturally j∗ben + j∗opt = J . Since E[εα] = α this leads to the following

reduced form expected final assets under management for 0 < p < 1:8

E
[
Aj(Bench)

]
= a+ (1− α)

W

j∗ben

E
[
Aj(Option)

]
= a− p+ α(1 +

W

j∗opt
)

(3)

The expected final assets under management for each scenario allow us

to solve for Nash-Equilibria in the reduced form simultaneous game.

8The cases of p ≤ 0 and p ≥ 1 are relegated to the Appendix (A), as it is straightforward
to see that Bench is optimal given p ≥ 1 and Option is optimal given p ≤ 0.
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PROPOSITION 2: For α ≤ 1
J −

NPV
W , there exists a Nash Equilibrium with

positive NPV investment opportunities in which all asset managers choose

Bench.

Proof. It needs to be verified that for all asset managers switching from

Bench in equilibrium Option is unprofitable. If all fund managers choose

Bench then j∗ben = J . All fund managers will show equal realized returns to

end-investors, which leads to an equal distribution of W among all J funds.

A deviation to Option leads to j∗opt = 1. In case of a positive realization of

εα = 1, the deviating manager will receive all new flow of funds W . This

leads to the necessary and sufficient condition for all j managers to choose

x∗j = Bench of

E
[
Aj
(
Bench,x∗−j={Bench,...,Bench}

)]
≥ E

[
Aj
(
Option,x∗−j={Bench,...,Bench}

)]
a+

W

J
≥ a− p︸ ︷︷ ︸

NPV

+α(1 +W ).
(4)

Reformulating delivers the necessary and sufficient equilibrium condition

α ≤ 1
J−

NPV
W as stated in the proposition. Now the existence of positive NPV

projects in equilibrium remains to be proved. The equilibrium condition can

be restated as NPV − W
J +αW ≤ 0. For α sufficiently close to zero the left

side becomes

lim
α→0

[NPV − W

J
+ αW ] = NPV − W

J
,

and hence the condition is fulfilled for 0 ≤ NPV ≤ W
J with sufficiently

small α > 0.

For a small enough payout likelihood α all fund managers are willing to

forgo positive NPV projects. This misallocation is rooted in the incentive

to attract new inflow of assets under management from outside investors

who judge asset managers on past realized performance. The investment

decisions in a framework with delegated portfolio management can be sig-

nificantly driven by the payout frequency of an investment rather than by

pure return arguments. The need to show positive returns distorts the in-
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vestment allocation decision away from the efficient NPV-based rational.

Asset managers are unable to profit from investment opportunities which

depend on rarely occurring events because in most cases these investments

result in under-performance until the rare event happens. Moreover, from

a capital market point of view, there can exist positive NPV investment

projects that are unable to find money from fund managers. If the payout

probability is too small, fund managers will decide not to invest, even if

they are significantly overcompensated for the risk. The overall result is the

inefficient allocation of investment capital for good investment opportunities

with low a payout frequency.

PROPOSITION 3: For α ≥ J−1
J −

NPV
W , there exists a Nash Equilibrium

with negative NPV investment opportunities, in which all asset managers

choose Option.

Proof. Similar to the previous case, for all asset managers choosing Option

in equilibrium a profitable deviation to Bench must not be possible. All fund

managers choosing Option leads to j∗ben = 0 and j∗opt = J . All fund managers

in the market have identical realized investment returns, which leads to a

new inflow of funds of W
J for each fund. A deviation to Bench results in

jben = 1. A negative realization of εα = 0, results in the redirection of all

new funds W to the deviating fund manager. The necessary and sufficient

condition for all j managers to choose x∗j = Option is

E
[
Aj
(
Option,x−j={Option,...,Option}

)]
≥ E

[
Aj
(
Bench,x−j={Option,...,Option}

)]
a− p︸ ︷︷ ︸
NPV

+α+
W

J
≥ a+ (1− α)W

(5)

and reformulating delivers the necessary and sufficient equilibrium con-

dition α ≥ J−1
J −

NPV
W as stated in the proposition. Now only the existence

of negative NPV investment opportunities which fulfill the equilibrium con-

dition, remains to be shown. The equilibrium condition can be restated as
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NPV −W J−1
J + αW ≥ 0. For a large enough α the left side becomes

lim
α→1

[NPV −W J − 1

J
+ αW ] = NPV +

W

J
.

Hence, the condition is always fulfilled for −W
J < NPV < 0 for sufficiently

large α < 1.

Asset managers are inclined to invest in bad projects if the probability of

a positive payout is high enough, as a positive investment payout can attract

external flow of funds. Hence, in expectation the manager is overcompen-

sated for investing in a negative NPV project by the prospect of receiving

new assets under management. This overinvestment stands in contrast to

traditional financial theory and is rooted in the incentives induced by the

flow of funds from external investors. The resulting equilibria are depicted

in figure (1).

PROPOSITION 4: There exists a Nash Equilibrium for 1
J −

NPV
W < α <

J−1
J −

NPV
W in which at least one fund manager chooses Bench and at least

one fund manager chooses Option. Furthermore, if α is drawn from the con-

tinuous distribution over (0, 1) then j∗ben and j∗opt are unique with probability

one.

Proof. One manager following the Option strategy, given all others follow

the Bench strategy, requires α ≥ 1
J −

NPV
W and one manager following the

Bench when all others chose the Option strategy requires α ≤ J−1
J −

NPV
W ,

as can be derived from condition (4) and (5). Moreover, in any equilibrium

where a deviation from the equilibrium strategy leads to jben ≥ 1∧ jopt ≥ 1,

deviating from Option to Bench results in jben = j∗ben+1 and hence requires

E[Aj(Option, x
∗
−j)] ≥ E[Aj(Bench, x

∗
−j)]

a− p+ α(1 +
W

j∗opt
) ≥ a+ (1− α)

W

j∗ben + 1
.

(6)
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Reformulating delivers L(j∗opt) ≤ α with L(j∗opt) =
j∗opt
J+1−

NPV
W

(J−j∗opt+1)j∗opt
J+1 .

Similarly, deviation from Bench to Option, increases number of Option man-

agers to j∗opt = j∗opt + 1. This leads to the necessary equilibrium condition

E[Aj(Bench, x
∗
−j)] ≥ E[Aj(Option, x

∗
−j)]

a+ (1− α)
W

j∗ben
≥ a− p+ α(1 +

W

j∗opt + 1
),

(7)

which can be stated as α ≤ L(j∗opt) with L(j∗opt) =
j∗opt+1

J+1 −
NPV
W

(J−j∗opt)(j∗opt+1)

J+1 .

It follows that for 1
J −

NPV
W < α < L(1) exactly one manager chooses the

Option strategy in equilibrium and for L(J − 1) < α < J−1
J − NPV

W ex-

actly one manager follows the Bench strategy. Combining conditions (6)

and (7) delivers the necessary equilibrium condition L(j∗opt) ≤ α ≤ L(j∗opt)

for all equilibria with more than one manager following each strategy. As

L(j∗opt + 1) = L(j∗opt) for every level of α ∈ (0, 1) within 1
J −

NPV
W < α <

J−1
J − NPV

W an equilibrium can be determined with j∗ben ≥ 1 ∧ j∗opt ≥ 1

with some NPV. Asset managers are only indifferent between both strate-

gies for α = L(j∗opt) or α = L(j∗opt). Due to 1
J −

NPV
W < L(1) < L(2) <

· · · < L(J − 2) < J−1
J − NPV

W the number of j∗ben and j∗opt is otherwise

uniquely determined. With α drawn from a continuous distribution over

(0, 1) the probability for α = L(j∗opt) ∨ α = L(j∗opt) is zero. Hence, the

number of asset managers following j∗ben and j∗opt in equilibrium is uniquely

determined for every α drawn from the continuous distribution (0, 1) within
1
J −

NPV
W < α < J−1

J −
NPV
W .

In this third category of equilibria a segmented market arises from iden-

tical fund managers facing the same investment opportunity. A number

of observations can be made. First, both positive and negative NPV in-

vestment opportunities can be supported in an equilibrium with managers

following both strategies. Second, in each equilibrium with a non-zero NPV

investment, misallocation of capital is induced. For the case of positive NPV

options, some market participants do not invest and forgo the positive risk

13



premium. Third, overinvestment in negative NPV options occurs as a posi-

tive number of funds managers decides to invest despite a negative NPV. In

summary the equilibria can be grouped in three different categories:

(i) Homogeneous Bench equilibrium:

j∗ben = J , j∗opt = 0 and 0 < α ≤ 1
J −

NPV
W (8)

(ii) Homogeneous Option equilibrium:

j∗ben = 0, j∗opt = 1 and J−1
J −

NPV
W ≤ α < 1 (9)

(iii) Heterogeneous Bench and Option equilibrium:

j∗ben ≥ 1, j∗opt ≥ 1 and 1
J −

NPV
W ≤ α ≤ J−1

J −
NPV
W (10)

Figure (1) shows the homogeneous and heterogeneous equilibrium areas

and regions of over- and underinvestment. The borders L(j∗opt) and L(j∗opt)

between different heterogeneous equilibria are depicted as dotted lines for

J = 5.

W (J−1)
J

−W
J

W
J

−W (J−1)
J

1
J

J−1
J
J−1
J

NPV

α

jben = J

jopt = 0

jben = 0

jopt = J

jben ≥ 1, jopt ≥ 1

Underinvestment Overinvestment

Figure 1. Homogeneous and heterogeneous equilibria
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Overall, the model offers an equilibrium explanation for over- and under-

investment in markets where portfolio decisions are delegated. Moreover, it

provides a reason for heterogeneous investment behavior of investment funds

without assuming heterogeneous beliefs or differing objective functions.

III. Comparative Statics

This section analyzes the effects of a change in the flow of funds W

and a change in total number of funds J . Moreover the special case for

NPV-neutral investment opportunities is discussed.

A. Change in Flow of Funds W

For W 7→ 0 all fund managers take the efficient NPV-based investment

decision, as was shown in section (II.B). With W 7→ ∞ the equilibrium

conditions (8), (9), and (10) become independent of NPV . The number of

investors who follow each strategy is entirely determined by α. The result

is depicted in figure (2).

W (J−1)
J

−W
J

W
J

−W (J−1)
J

1
J

J−1
J

NPV

α

jben = J

jopt = 0

jben = 0

jopt = J

jben ≥ 1, jopt ≥ 1

Underinvestment Overinvestment

W →∞

W →∞

Figure 2. Equilibria with infinite flow of funds
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If the new flow of funds W are large enough, they dominate the fund

managers’ investment decisions to a degree where NPV arguments become

irrelevant. Payout frequency becomes the driving factor of asset allocation

in the fund management market. Investments with a likely positive pay-

out become advantageous and the possible negative return is not considered

if the loss is seldom realized. Hence, fund managers are willing to take

over-proportionally large risks if the negative outcome is unlikely enough.

These results deliver a number of interesting implications. First, the loss-

given-default,9 or the absolute amount lost when the option does not deliver

positive returns becomes nearly irrelevant in markets with delegated port-

folio management with large amounts of new money inflows. Second, in

the presence of significant new flow of funds the investment rationale of

fund managers is no longer based on NPV considerations, but rather on the

likelihood that investment opportunities will deliver some positive returns.

Third, no fund manager will hedge against risks caused by crises, which

occurs very rarely. This leads to large but infrequent cumulative losses for

overall industry, resulting in a pattern of long steady growth and infrequent

but heavy declines. Overall, a significant amount of new funds flowing into

a market where portfolio decisions are delegated, marginalize NPV-based

asset allocation decisions of fund managers and lead to investment with a

likely positive payout irrespective of the assumed risks.

B. Change in Fund Market Size J

A decrease in the number of asset managers to J = 1 eliminates the fund

manager’s incentive to attract new capital through his investment strategy.

Accordingly, a single asset manager without competition takes an NPV-

based decision in equilibrium. This is a straightforward but counterintuitive

result: Lack of competition among fund managers leads to an efficient asset

allocation in equilibrium. As competition increases to more than one fund

manager and ultimately to an infinite number of asset managers J → ∞,

9The loss-given-default in this papers context describes the overall loss for εα = 0,
which equals −p and occurs with probability 1− α.
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homogeneous equilibria are replaced by heterogeneous equilibria. Revisiting

condition (8) for an all Bench equilibrium, with limJ→∞
W
J − αW = −αW

makes clear that underinvestment in positive NPV options in equilibria,

where all fund managers follow the Benchmark, strategy is eliminated. Sim-

ilarly, for condition (9) and limJ→∞W
J−1
J −αW = W −αW equilibria with

all fund managers following the Option strategy can only exist for positive

NPV options. The result is depicted in figure (3). Increased competition

leads to a fragmented market in which misallocation of capital always oc-

curs for non-zero NPV options. In equilibrium some asset managers always

decide to invest, even in unprofitable options, and other managers never

invest, even when offered profitable investments.

W (J−1)
J

−W
J

W
J

−W (J−1)
J

W

−W

1
J

J−1
J

NPV

α

jben = J

jopt = 0

jben = 0

jopt = J

jben ≥ 1, jopt ≥ 1
J →∞

J →∞

Figure 3. Equilibria with infinite large number of funds

C. Special Case: Equilibria in Efficient Markets

In this model the efficient market hypothesis (see Fama, 1970) translates

into NPV-neutral options with α = p. For NPV = 0 condition (8) for

an all Benchmark equilibrium simplifies to α ≤ 1
J and condition (9) for

all Option equilibria simplifies to α ≥ J−1
J . For heterogeneous equilibria
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L(j∗opt) ≤ α ≤ L(j∗opt) can be rearranged to α(J + 1)− 1 ≤ j∗opt ≤ α(J + 1).

A number of interesting observations can be made. Firstly, the num-

ber of asset managers following the Benchmark or Option strategy in each

equilibrium does not depend on the amount of flow of funds W . As long

as some new funds flow into the market, the market’s asset allocation is

uniquely driven by payout probability α. Secondly, the amount of overall

investment increases with α, with all fund managers investing if α is high

enough and no investment if α is low enough. This also means that the num-

ber of investing asset managers increases with the potential loss p, when no

payout is delivered. Third, the potential of a large cumulated market loss

rises with α. NPV-neutral options with a high α imply a high premium

payment p. Hence, in case of εα = 0, which occurs with probability 1 − α,

all market participants suffer the loss p. The investment in high α options

leads to a fund management market which can be interpreted as seemingly

stable, frequently providing small but consistent payoffs - and which infre-

quently collapses and thereby causes over-proportionally large losses.

IV. Large Fund Industry Model

In this model, prices for investment opportunities are determined by

market supply and demand. Similar to the Small Fund Industry model,

end-investors allocate their capital among those funds showing the highest

realized performance. Fund managers maximize their assets under man-

agement, which depend on the performance of their investment and inflows

from end-investors.

A. Model Setup

The economy is characterized by a continuum of asset managers j ∈ [0, 1]

and a continuum of end-investors i ∈ [0, 1] with individual wealth w. Both

groups are assumed to be equally distributed over the unit-interval with
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cumulative mass of one.10 Furthermore, there exists the investment oppor-

tunity Iα as defined in equation (1) in section (II.A). Asset managers can

choose among three possible actions: To buy the investment opportunity

(Long), to short-sell the investment opportunity (Short) or to not engage

in any investment activity (Bench). All asset managers choosing xj = Long

pay p and receive one with probability α. Accordingly, all asset managers

with xj = Short receive p and pay one with probability α. All asset man-

agers, including managers with xj = Bench maintain their assets under

management a.

Since there is a continuum of fund managers, the influence on market

prices of each individual manager is negligible. Each individual asset man-

ager acts as price taker. Thus, for any given price p ∈ R, each asset manager

chooses an optimal investment decision out of X = {Long,Short,Bench}.
Put more rigorously, for any asset manager j there exists a mapping xj :

R → X, p 7→ xj(p) such that xj(p) maximizes expected assets under man-

agement E[Aj ] of the manager. Aggregating the investment decision across

all asset managers determines the market supply MS(p) and the market

demand MD(p) for any given price p:

Market Supply: MS(p) =

1∫
0

IpShort(j)dj

Market Demand: MD(p) =

1∫
0

IpLong(j)dj

where Ipx̄ is defined by

Ipx̄(j) =

1 if xj(p) = x̄,

0 else.
(11)

10This assumption can be made without loss of generality as the asset manager’s decision
does not depend on the individual number of end-investors, but rather on the cumulative
assets of all investors combined, which is scaled by wealth w.
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Market prices are determined by a Walrasian Auctioneer, matching mar-

ket supply with market demand. The resulting Walrasian Equilibrium is

subject to the further analysis.

DEFINITION 2 (Walrasian Equilibrium): A Walrasian Equilibrium is a

pair of
(
x∗j (p)∀j ∈ [0, 1], p∗

)
such that:

(i) markets clear: MS(p∗) = MD(p∗),

(ii) asset managers behave optimally given α and p∗:

E
[
Aj(x

∗
j (p))

]
≥ E

[
Aj(xj(p))

]
,∀xj ∈ X and j ∈ [0, 1].

In the Walrasian Equilibrium markets clear and asset managers trade at

the provided price. Situations where no price can be determined to result

in any trading for a given α, shall be labeled No Trade Equilibrium.

DEFINITION 3 (No Trade Equilibrium): A No Trade Equilibrium is a pair

of
(
x∗j (p)∀j ∈ [0, 1], α

)
such that:

(i) For every possible p either MS(p∗) = 0 or MD(p∗) = 0,

(ii) asset managers behave optimally given α and every possible p:

E
[
Aj(x

∗
j (p))

]
≥ E

[
Aj(xj(p))

]
,∀xj ∈ X and j ∈ [0, 1].

The timing is as follows: First, an investment opportunity for one fixed

α ∈ (0, 1) arises. Each asset manager chooses his investment decision which

fixes market supply and demand. Second, the market clearing price p∗ is de-

termined by a Walrasian Auctioneer. Third, the return from the investment

is realized. Fourth, end-investors allocate their wealth w among the asset

managers with the highest observable assets under management. Fifth, the

final assets under management, including new flow of funds, are determined.

Before the full-fledged model is analyzed, the case with no outside investors

is considered.

B. Equilibrium without Outside Investors

Without potential flow of outside funds from end-investors, final assets

under management for each manager are solely determined by the invest-

ment decision x ∈ X and price p. The final assets under management for

each trading choice are as follows:
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E
[
Aj(Bench)

]
= a

E
[
Aj(Long)

]
= a− p∗ + α

E
[
Aj(Short)

]
= a+ p∗ − α

(12)

This pins down the optimal investment strategy x∗j (p) for asset manager j

given price p ∈ R:11

x∗j (p) =


Short for p > α,

{Long,Short,Bench} for p = α,

Long for p < α.

(13)

PROPOSITION 5: In absence of new investor money, there exists a Wal-

rasian Equilibrium. Moreover, all Walrasian Equilibria lead to NPV-neutral

pricing with equilibrium price p∗ = α.

Proof. The Walrasian Equilibrium requires all asset managers to choose

strategies which maximize expected assets under management and mar-

ket clearing. Considering only optimal investment choices x∗j for all j de-

livers the necessary first optimality condition. Second, market clearing

MS(p) = MD(p) requires the number of asset managers choosing Long

to equal the number of asset managers choosing Short. The choice of differ-

ent optimal strategies among asset managers given the same market price,

is only possible for p∗ = α. Accordingly, an Walrasian Equilibrium can be

constructed, in which an equal number of asset manager choose Long and

Short respectively. Thus, the pair
(
(xj(p

∗) = Long ∀ j ∈ (0, 0.5], xj(p
∗) =

Long ∀ j ∈ (0.5, 1]), p∗ = α
)

constitutes a Walrasian Equilibrium. Hence, a

Walrasian Equilibrium exists.

11Under slight abuse of notation, let “xj(p) equal a set” mean that any element of the
set is an optimal investment choice for manager j given p.
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Any price p∗ 6= α leads to MS(p) 6= MD(p), as for p∗ 6= α either only

Long or Short is optimal for all asset managers. Hence, all Walrasian Equi-

libria require p∗ = α, which leads to an expected value for the investment

opportunity of E[Iα] = −p∗+E[εα] = −α+α = 0, which is NPV-neutrality.

The market price of the investment opportunity leads to zero NPV, which

is consistent with classical financial theory. Market participant are indiffer-

ent between buying, selling or refraining from trade at the equilibrium price.

At the equilibrium price p∗ = α a continuum of equilibria can be supported,

which differ in trading amounts. As Bench is one optimal equilibrium re-

sponse, each number of asset managers choosing Bench can be supported

in a Walrasian Equilibrium, as long as the remaining asset managers choose

Long and Short in equal amounts and p∗ = α. While the overall equilibrium

market price is fixed, the amount of trading activity varies between different

possible equilibria.

C. Equilibrium with Outside Investors

End-investors allocate their wealth w to the fund with the highest real-

ized return, after observing the realization of εα. Hence, at prices p ≤ 0,

Short is never the optimal response, as both other actions always deliver

higher realized returns, with one of them attracting all new assets from end-

investors. Similarly, Long can never be a best response to price p ≥ 1 as in

this case the investment Iα can never deliver a positive payout for εα ∈ {0, 1}
and consequently never attracts new flow of fund. Since there is no market

supply for p ≤ 0 and no market demand for p ≥ 1 only prices p∗ ∈ (0, 1) are

feasible equilibrium prices. Only feasible prices are considered in the further

analysis.

Market clearing demands MS(p) = MD(p), hence the number of as-

set managers choosing Long equals the number of asset managers choosing

Short for any market price p∗ determined by the Walrasian Auctioneer. In

the presence of Long and Short managers, those following the Bench strat-

egy will never be able to attract new flow of funds as they will always be
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outperformed by one other group. Hence, with an equal number of man-

agers choosing Long and Short, the amount of fund flows received by each

individual asset manager among the best performers is 2w.

For εα = 1, each Long manager receives 2w, which happens with proba-

bility α. With probability (1−α), εα equals zero, in which case every Short

manager is among the best performers and receives 2w. This leads to the

reduced form of final expected assets under management E[Aj ]:

E
[
Aj(Bench)

]
= a

E
[
Aj(Long)

]
= a− p∗ + α(1 + 2w)

E
[
Aj(Short)

]
= a+ p∗ − α(1 + 2w) + 2w

(14)

The optimal strategy needs to maximize final expected assets under man-

agement. Thus, Long is optimal if and only if both conditions E[Aj(Long)] ≥
E[Aj(Short)] and E[Aj(Long)] ≥ E[Aj(Bench)] hold simultaneously, which

leads to p ≤ α(1 + 2w) − w. Similarly,Short is optimal if and only if

E[Aj(Short)] ≥ E[Aj(Long)] and E[Aj(Short)] ≥ E[Aj(Bench)], which is

the case for p ≥ α(1 + 2w)−w. Not investing by choosing Bench can never

be a best response, as either Long or Short delivers higher expected assets

under management for every possible p∗. This leads to the following optimal

responses x∗j (p),∀p ∈ (0, 1):

x∗j (p) =


Short for p ≥ α(1 + 2w)− w

{Long, Short} for p = α(1 + 2w)− w

Long for p ≤ α(1 + 2w)− w

(15)

Given the set of best responses for every feasible p the equilibrium can

be determined.
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PROPOSITION 6: In the presence of new investor money there exists a

unique Walrasian Equilibrium for p ∈ (0, 1), with equilibrium price p∗ =

α(1 + 2w)− w and MS(p∗) = MD(p∗) = 1
2 .

Proof. The Walrasian Equilibrium requires optimal asset manager choices

and market clearing. First, considering only optimal investment choices x∗j
for all j delivers the necessary optimality condition. Second, market clearing

MS(p) = MD(p) requires the number of asset managers choosing Long to

equal the number of asset managers choosing Short. This requires both Long

and Short to be a best answer to p∗, which is possible for p∗ = α(1 + 2w)−
w. Both trading actions xj ∈ {Long, Short} are utility maximizing at the

equilibrium price. Hence, the pair
[
(xj(p

∗) = Short ∀ j ∈ (0, 0.5], xj(p
∗) =

Long ∀ j ∈ (0.5, 1]), p∗ = α(1+2w)−w
]

constitutes a Walrasian Equilibrium.

Thus, a Walrasian Equilibrium exists.

Any other price p∗ 6= α(1 + 2w)− w leads to MS(p) 6= MD(p). Conse-

quently, the only possible Walrasian Equilibrium price is p∗ = α(1+2w)−w.

In order to support p∗ = α(1 + 2w)− w half the number of asset managers

need to choose Long and the other half Short, which leads to MS(p) =

MD(p) = 1
2 . Hence, the Walrasian Equilibrium is unique as any other price

p 6= α(1 + 2w)− w, would not lead to market clearing.

The market equilibrium prices p∗ = α(1 + 2w) − w can be restated as

p∗ = α+2w(α− 1
2), which shows that new flow of funds from outside distorts

the market prices by 2w(α− 1
2) compared with the case of no outside capital.

The price for investments with payout probabilities lower that one-half are

undervalued compared to the NPV-neutral price while investments with

payout frequencies higher than one-half are overvalued in equilibrium. The

incentive to receive new assets under management marginalizes the effect of

the NPV and leads to an over-proportionally high demand for options with

frequent positive payoffs and an over-proportionally high supply for options

with infrequent positive payoffs. Overall, only investment opportunities with

α = 1
2 are priced efficiently in an NPV sense.
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PROPOSITION 7: A No Trade Equilibrium exists for all α ≤ w
1+2w and all

1+w
1+2w ≤ α.

Proof. For α ≤ w
1+2w and p ≤ 0, Long is the unique best response, which

leads to MS(p ≤ 0)α≤ w
1+2w

= 0 following from proposition (9) in the ap-

pendix. Following from equation (15), for α ≤ w
1+2w and p > 0, Short is

the unique best response, leading to MD(p > 0)α≤ w
1+2w

= 0. Hence, for

α ≤ w
1+2w and all possible p either MS or MD is zero, given the optimal

behavior of all market participants. Following the same logic as in proposi-

tion (8) in the appendix, for 1+w
1+2w ≤ α and p ≥ 1, the unique best response

is Short resulting in MD(p ≥ 1) 1+w
1+2w

≤α = 0. For 1+w
1+2w ≤ α and p < 1 the

unique best response is Long, which again follows from equation (15), and

provides MS(p < 1) 1+w
1+2w

≤α = 0. For 1+w
1+2w ≤ α all possible prices p lead to

MS = 0 or MD = 0. Hence, if all market participants behave optimally, a

No Trade Equilibrium exists for all α ≤ w
1+2w and 1+w

1+2w ≤ α.

Only prices 0 < p < 1 lead to market clearing. The consequence is

market failure for investment opportunities with α ≤ w
1+2w and 1+w

1+2w ≤ α.

p

α

1 1

−w

1 + w

w
1+2w 0.5 1+w

1+2w

no market p∗ ≤ pnpv p∗ ≥ pnpv no market

No Trade MD(p) = 0

MS(p) = 0 No Trade

Equilibrium p = p∗

Fair Value p = pnpv

Figure 4. Market prices in equilibrium
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Thus, the presence of new flow of funds leads not only to mispricing of

investment opportunities but to complete market failure for options with

sufficiently low or sufficiently high payout probabilities. The final equilib-

rium is depicted in figure (4). The price pnpv depicts the premium p = α

leading to a zero NPV option.

The effect of new funds being distributed to asset managers as a function

of past performance can distort the market price of risk away from their

fair value. A number of interesting observations can be made. The first

result is that only investment opportunities with a payout probability of

one-half are fairly priced in equilibrium and generate an NPV of zero for

asset managers. The second result is that investment opportunities with a

payout frequency lower than one-half are undervalued. The undervaluation

increases with decreasing α and reaches its maximum at the lowest level of α

for which options are traded in the market. Third, investment options with

payout frequencies higher than one-half are overvalued in equilibrium, which

allows negative NPV projects to be traded in equilibrium. The overvaluation

increases with the probability α that the option will generate positive cash

flow. The overvaluation reaches its maximum at the highest level of α for

which trading occurs. The fourth result is market failure for options with

sufficiently high and sufficiently low payout probabilities. No asset manager

is willing to engage in an investment which pays off too rarely or to short-sell

an investment which pays out too often, as both strategies are unlikely to

secure new investments from end-investors.

D. Comparative Statics

The following section analyzes the effects of a change in flow of funds

w. A decrease of w 7→ 0 leads to the special case without external investors

discussed in section (IV.B), in which the asset allocation is efficient. An

increase of w 7→ ∞ for p∗ = α(1 + 2w)− w leads to:
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lim
w→∞

p∗(w,α) =


−∞, for α < 1

2

1
2 , for α = 1

2

∞, for α > 1
2

(16)

Trade only occurs for investment opportunities with payout probability

of one-half. An increase in flow of funds narrows the range of traded invest-

ment options to options without extreme payout frequencies. The result is

counterintuitive, as a higher availability of assets available for investments

leads to a decrease in the range of investment opportunities traded in the

market.

E. Effect on Market Implied Probabilities

Without new flow of funds, the equilibrium price p∗ equals the real im-

plied payout probability α. The inflow of new funds leads to a distortion

of equilibrium prices. Assuming a naive observer were to neglect the new

flow of funds effect in an attempt to calculate the implied payout probability

αimpl from observed traded market prices p∗ = α(1 + 2w)−w, he would be

subject to the following bias:

αimpl − α = 2w(α− 1

2
), for

w

1 + 2w
≤ α ≤ 1 + w

1 + 2w
(17)

Options with implied probabilities of close to zero still have a real pay-

out probability of w
1+2w and options with a payout probability of less than

w
1+2w are not traded. Similarly, seemingly certain investment opportunities

with implied probabilities marginally close to one, only have a real payout

probability of 1+w
1+2w and options a with higher real payout probability are

not traded. Overall, extreme implied probabilities close to zero and one are

misjudged by a naive market, which does not account for new flow of funds

when observing market prices. This can lead to an observable bias between

naively calculated implied probabilities and empirical frequencies of finan-

cial market data. Implied probabilities for likely events are overestimated,

while implied probabilities of rare events are underestimated in this setting.
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Moreover, the difference between the implied and the real payout proba-

bility αimpl−α increases with increasing w for all traded options with α 6= 1
2 .

In the most extreme case with w growing close to infinity, the real payout

probability of an option with αimpl of almost zero is close to one-half. Vice

versa the event assumed to be safe with αimpl close to one only occur with

α = 1
2 .

Overall, an increase in new funds leads to a decrease in trading for α

unequal to one-half, increasing mispricing of risk and distortions in implied

probabilities. Seemingly unlikely events happen more often than implied

probabilities suggest and seemingly secure investments fail more often than

expected by naive market observers.

V. Conclusion

For a vast amount of assets, the investment decision is delegated to as-

set managers. Previous literature is mainly focused on the relation between

asset owner and asset manager. This paper takes the empirical convex re-

lation between fund performance and flow of funds as given and analyzes

the effects on asset allocation and pricing of investment opportunities in

competitive markets. The Small Fund Industry model considers a financial

market where the fund industry takes exogenous prices as given, resulting

in equilibria with inefficient investment behavior. First, all asset managers

invest in negative NPV options with high payout probability. Second, all

asset managers refrain from investing in positive NPV opportunities with

low payout probability. Third, investments with payout probabilities which

are neither extremely high nor extremely low result in a fragmented market

in which some asset managers decide to invest while others do not. For suffi-

ciently large new fund flows, efficient NPV-based decisions are marginalized

and only payout probabilities are considered. The model suggests invest-

ment behavior leading to a pattern of steady rise interrupted by infrequent

large losses in the mutual fund industry.

The Large Fund Industry model considers a competitive financial market

in which prices are determined endogenously. As a result, first, investment
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opportunities with a payout probability below one-half are undervalued,

leading to positive risk premia. Second, investment opportunities with a

payout probability above one-half are overvalued, resulting in negative risk

premia. Only investment options with a payout probability of exactly one-

half are valued at their expected value in equilibrium. The third result is

complete market failure and absence of trading for investments with both

sufficiently high or sufficiently low payout frequencies. The market failure

widens for increasing amounts of new flow of funds, with the limit case where

only options with payout probability of one-half can be traded. Moreover

the paper delivers two important implications. First, when implied pay-

out probabilities are calculated from market prices without considering the

flow-of-funds effect, wrong conclusions about the real payout probability are

derived. Market implied probabilities underestimate the real probability of

rare payouts and overestimate the real probability of likely payouts. Second,

identical asset managers follow different investment strategies and engage in

trading with each other in equilibrium. Hence, convex flow of funds from

end-investors give rise to trading activity between identical investors at mar-

ket equilibrium prices.

In summary, this paper answers the question of how competitive finan-

cial market prices and asset allocations decisions are affected by fund flows

from end-investors to asset managers. It provides reasons for misallocation

of capital, mispricing of investment opportunities, and the resulting distor-

tions in option implied probabilities. Furthermore, it delivers an equilibrium

explanation for trading activity and reasoning for heterogeneous investment

behavior among identical fund managers.
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Appendix A. Feasible Equilibrium Prices

PROPOSITION 8: Bench is always the optimal choice for p ≥ 1

Proof. For p = 1 and εα = 1 the realized returns from both strategies are

equal and lead to a distribution of the new flow of funds among all asset

J managers. Accordingly, the expected final assets under management for

p = 1 are:

E
[
Aj(Bench)

]
= a+ α

W

J
+ (1− α)

W

jben

E
[
Aj(Option)

]
= a− p+ α(1 +

W

J
)

(A1)

The condition for E
[
Aj(Bench)

]
> E

[
Aj(Option)

]
is:

a+ α
W

J
+ (1− α)

W

jben
> a− p+ α(1 +

W

J
)

(1− α)
W

jben
> −p+ α

(A2)

Which is always fulfilled for p = 1, since α < 1 by definition. Hence,

the Bench is always optimal for p = 1. For p > 1 the realized returns from

Bench are always higher, since Iα = −p + εα < 0, for p > 1 and for all

εα ∈ {0, 1}. So Bench delivers higher realized returns and receives all (pos-

itive) new flow of funds in each possible scenario for p > 1. Accordingly,

Bench is always optimal for p ≥ 1.

PROPOSITION 9: Option is always the optimal choice for p ≤ 0

Proof. For p = 0 and εα = 0, leads to new fund inflow W
J from end-investors

to all asset managers. Thus, expected final assets under management for

p = 0 are:
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E
[
Aj(Bench)

]
= a+ (1− α)

W

J

E
[
Aj(Option)

]
= a+ α(1 +

W

j∗opt
) + (1− α)

W

J

(A3)

The condition for E
[
Aj(Option)

]
> E

[
Aj(Bench)

]
is:

a+ α(1 +
W

j∗opt
) + (1− α)

W

J
> a+ (1− α)

W

J

α(1 +
W

j∗opt
) > 0

(A4)

Which is always fulfilled as α > 0 by definition. Thus, Option is always

optimal for p = 0. Moreover p < 0 leads to higher realized returns for Op-

tion, since Iα = −p + εα > 0, for p < 0 and for all εα ∈ {0, 1}. Therefor,

Option delivers higher realized returns and additionally attracts all new flow

of funds for p < 0. Hence, Option is always optimal for p ≤ 0.
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